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p*Xhe CWrist of t i e Liberal Faii:hj
| H is needful I preface ou£ consideration of the ques| • I tion of the Christ with a simple explanation the
ignififeapce I which is tdo frequently [forgotten H
Lgnored. The Word i%rist is not a name merely It is
|a title I very general applicability, I Greek translation of the Hebrew wordf Messiah, it primarily means
I the anointed ofle, the reference being to the ancient
^astotn of &nointingf kings H th^ir accession to office!
jAmongjjthe pELebrews the king wl^s I eafcred person, thej
anointed of ?G(Sd H over his chQserj peopleI and thus
fthj6 ivord Messiah ibrf Clwid came quitp natui*illy to foe
jilted as the designation of the ideal king who in thej
jgoldenf age ^ H to appear and rule the nation I right£g$usness£ '
(
I I <Q I
| H Abe ^beginning of bur era one H the burning
Jiestions of the hour, related to th& appearing of tljis
Jleal |nilerf The hoiionr wasj claimed I H this one arrid
Ihatfofte, I Every new teacher suggested ^ H inquiry a I
I his Christhood* The claim wps mlade for Jesusi and
Jthough it ^ H repudiated; by* the mass of the jJe^isn
I Ration, it[ was enthusiastically espoused by a fewtearnestj
• and w(>men|who^ halving H their side the weight
bf a tfansqendently* noble life, and I system o£ teaching
|uniqtie in its simplicity |and inspiripg^powery succeeded
I maldngjits:^cceptance by thfe mbsfc^active a|id progres«|
•
j v e peoples i of H ^ ^ H on# of iheimost^ important faets
• the World's history^ B ^ H efesus was the Cbristjj
but H Word had little B hohe B the mystic meaning
jjiiii
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The Christ of the Liberal Faith

afterwards imported into it. First of all Christhood
implied mastership, then supernatural lordship, later
still absolute Godhood; and *as the meaning changed
the person of Jesus was differently viewed to suit the
altered conception of his nature and his office. In these
latest times the modifying process has taken a different
4
direction; Religion has come toj be more closelyj^asj
sociated with high principles; and the influence
tendency on Christian belief is very marked.
been found that in large measure the personality?*^
Jesus as depicted in the New Testament cannot bo
ration ally regard ed as historically authentic. Everi
Professor Bruce of the Glasgow Free Church College
confesses that ' it may be doubted whether a real knowledge of the historical Christ is now possible/ And
hence while the name of Jesus is still upon modern lips,
and profession of love and reverence for him as general
nowlas in any preceding age, no sooner do we critically
inquire as to the; reality of what is Christian in modern
religion than we find ourselves identifying jJesus with
beliefs and methods quitej foreign to his time, circum^]
stances, country, and even muchlof his alleged teaching.
For the very precepts! attributed to him are read with a
gloss upon their literal meaning, and are interpreted to
;
suit the progress in morality that hasv been made since
his day. •'In short, what remains Is the idealising religious Spirit—the spirit vi loyalty to the highest and
truest revelation of the moral consciousness. That is
the really vital part of ,the heritage which Jesus left to
the world. And of that spirit,! while he possessed it in
fuller measure than all previous teachers, Jesus had Hot
a monopoly. It ha& been the vitalising power of other
ages? and peoples than his. f He separated from it much
of the grossness in which he founcj it clothed among the
Jews, and thus intensified -;its inspiring and uplifting
influence. But he did not give birth to it, nor could he
reveal all its; infinite worth and divinity. And although
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in most of the modern forms of its manifestation this
spirit is justly and appropriately identified with' the
Christ of Nazareth, at is none the 'less truly the Christspirit? of all the ages, and has gathered beauty and
strength from every forward movement the world ha&
known since the dawn of: human progress.;
It is in* virtue of this] fact that we claim the right to
call Christism, as distinguished from conventional Christianity, a cosmopolitan religion. It belongs to no age
and to no people. It is bound by the limits of no Bible,
—no Specific or particular form of revelation. It is notto be found in the New Testament alone. It was andj
is and shall be an inseparable part of Nature whose
inspiring or life-giving power or force always is* and
always must be the Christ of God, the anointed spirit of
truth, and righteousness, and love, and peace. For it* is
one of the most 'deadly, mistakes of religious prejudice
to suppose that by broadening the sphere of its working,
in respect of either! time or place, we weaken theipower
of that inner divine reality which is the distinguishing
2!"lory of the historical religious system to which we?profess to ladhere. Historical Christianity belongs to &
particular time, is of narrowly local origin, and has
exerted its influence on only a comparatively small pod
tion of the human race. But Christism, whiclr is its
essence, is the religions of all humanity; its fundamental
principles are associated with man's development in the
earliest as well as the latest times, and among the! most
barbarous as well as the most refined peoples of the
earth. $Its worthiest injunctions have formed in some
measure the highest motive of moral action wherever
moral distinctions have been known.
The same^ conclusion is reached wh6n the merely
formal religion attributed to Jesus is regarded doctrinally or practically. All its theological dogmas emanate
from the announcement that the righteousness of love
is the one atoning rpower in the universe ; while all its
V
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moral precepts conspire Jbo proclaim the spirit of righteousness toibe the one developmental force of creation.
And in each case the intimation receives the endorsement of man's ientire vital experience. Separate from
the behaviour of Jesus the ideal virtue which we are
wont to attach to it, and his life loses all its power and
purpose. And the isame effect is produced if we make
that virtue spring from supernatural gifts. If Jesus
were something else or more than human then his
righteousness was neither ^natural nor real. It is then a
righteousness that has no relation, either ideal or actual,
to any man's experience, is utterly beyond human capability, and as such is a beautiful vision, a tantalising
deception, and nothing more. But #lear jaway jthe
supernaturalism, *and let the pure moral ideal remain,
and then the life of Jesus, as idealised, is simply the
ideal-life of manhood which, whether historically true
or not, is morally true, morally inspiring, spiritually
significant in any age and to any man. • It is this in our
religion that provides us with a motive to right that we
cannot reject if we would, and that we feel to be eternally and universally natural and true. In its light we
see the meaning and basis of the claim that has been
made on behalf of the teacher of Nazareth to be called
the Christ of God, but at the same time we recognise
that that claim attaches in some degree to every man
who has sought to ?guide his life by right principle both
beforehand since the time in- which Jesus lived. It is in
virtue* of this principle that Christism inheres in ariy
man. And Jesusi is but one of many divinely Christian
revelations,—the fullest, the brightest, the mostjrepresentative—yet only one of the many forms in which the
Christ spirit has appeared to and through^ mankind.
That spirit is one with rightness and truth wherever
and whenever they are expressed. It is the eternal
Word of God to man. And since ;ttefore the days .of
historical Christianity rightness and truth were known,
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and taught and practised/so Christism was the inspiring
and guiding power of human development in every preceding; age.
•f
Nor does this! statement exhaust the entire truth of
its power and vitality. If we descend to what ••wej are
accustomed to regard as the lower levels of evolution,
we*shall find that there, too, the motive force is essentially the same. The more I seek to discover the relationship of modern knowledge to the religious realities
of the past, the more indisputable does i t seem to me
that there is a deeply scientific significance to be attached
to all those dreamings of the earlier thinkersj of our
world in which they conceived the universe to have
been made through and for the divine Christ. To them
there appeared to be a power at work in Nature which
by its formative energy developed all phenomena, and
was; itself the life that they revealed. It pursued its
divine progress from stage to stage, through cycle after
cycle of living things, for the definite purpose of revealing at last its own ^character in the-highest and worthiest
form. It was at once the inspiration and the end of all
natural action. It was the Christ-power—the divipely
anointed|and ordained world-force which was Ceaselessly
seeking a more and more adequate and complete expression, and was preparing the way for its own final victory
and reign. All worlds and all the creatures they contained, existed not only by Stsj will, but for its sake.
It was the goal of all progress, the true motive of all
striving, the divine end of every creature's endeavour,
whether great or smalls By righteousness and for
righteousness was to 'them the all-inclusive* explanation
of vital development.
\
And what more can we make of the inmost meaning
of the science of to-day I It does not openly profess or
pretend to bfe systematically Christian or- even religious.
And yet essentially it is, in the widest and truest sense,
both. It announces the principle of evolution to be the
,
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prevailing law Sn every sphere of Nature;; (that the
gradations of natural'progress are fronj the lower to the
higher both physically, intellectually, and morally; and
that the goal pi the entire progressive movement, so far
as our knowledge yet goes, is not the perfection of jthis
individual or that, not the full development of one species
or another, but the fullest, most varied, and most\complete manifestation of the life which is the mysterious
and all-compelling power of the entire universal unity—
the revelation of the beauty of holiness, the harmonious
working of the law of right and truth. Thus I hold|
modern science to be essentially {one with Christian
principle. It is no witness on behalf'of the paltering
paraphernalia of doctrines that ignorance and bigotry
have -woven into the Christian system. It has no sanction to ,give to the absurdities and monstrosities that
have been accepted in all times in the name of religion^
But it is a witness to the trustworthiness of our best
moral intuitions and aspirations, which declare that the
Christ of;God is the life and light of all worlds, and that
it is by his power that all development proceeds to its
final consummation in a perfected humanity.
For who will deny that neither religion nor science
has any true worth except in so far as it reveals the
motive and purpose of human development?? Every
religious dogma is devoid of vital influence; from the
moment in which it jceases to be related to the hopes
and; fears that stir our hearts, the loves and hatreds, -the
doubts, difficulties, anal duties that] make up our daily
experience.] We may retain such a dogma in our creeds,
we may talk and reason about it in our churches, we
, may even give it a place in our words of divine praise
and prayer, \ but unless it ds fitted, by its vital working
in our thoughts and deeds, to urge us onward in the
path of virtue,£unless it helps to make us purer, nobler,
honester, altogether more righteous, it were infinitely
better peremptorily dismissed and ruthlessly destroyed.

i
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[it is no longer! to us ;a religious dogma. It is no more
fraught with vivifying power, no more an incentive to
moral progress, which is the supreme end of every
religion that is aught but an empty name or a vitiating
falsity. And the same is true of evfcry scientific doctrine. The knowledge of facts <and appearances which
science supplies is not, and should never bettaadeby
any earnest man, an end in itself. Accepted for its
own sake alone it will result* in mere pedantry or intellectual pride. It can avail no man anything to know
how the world has grown to whafr it is, how it is still
developing in beauty of form and fulness of life, how
atom is linked to atom and star bound to star, for the
furtherance of a design unspeakably grand and sublime,
unless he at) the same ftime realises What to 'him is the
moral significance of such orderly advancement and\harmonious unity. He may learn to name every'stratum
off rock; and* explain its origin and ^history, he may-be
able to trace the development of every creature that
the world contains, and tell the storv of its far-off
ancestry, but until he has grasped the principle of progress in its; highest application, until he has realised in
the light of his own moral constitution the meaning and
;
purpose of the universal law, he has failed to read the
secret of Nature. Until he has come to know that that
law is to him the will of God, and has submitted his
behaviour to its guidance in order that manhood in himself and others mayf be still more fully and perfectly
disclosed, all his scientific theories are mere forms of
•words, dead dogmas that hinder rather than help the
fulfilment of the end for which he naturally exists. In
short, unless religious or scientific knowledge is made to
subserve the interests of the higher nature in man, unless
it ministers to human manliness, unless it creates and
fosters in human conduct a larger measure of the Christspirit of love and justice and truth, it has no inherent
value, and its accumulation is but a waste of energy and
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a profitless abuse of time. Christhood and truej manhood are one; and every fact, every theory, every doctrine, every new revelation of beauty, order, union, and
rightness, in any sphere, is but one more divine incentive to the widest moral development—the manifestation of the Christ-spirit in the human race, the progress
of man<to that place in the universe which is his destined]
due.

'

?

This is the new world's gospel—Be ye men !
Try well the legends of the children's time . . . .
Ye are as Gods ! Nay, makers of your gods,—
Each day ye break an image in your shrine
:
And plant a fairer image where it stood.

;

Here, then, are clearly manifest the one foundation
on which moral life rests, and the one motive by which
all human behaviour, individual and social, should be
animated. It matters not what name we give to; it, its
inherent character remains the same in every age and
country., Christhood is the ideal of rightness. For
every person, for every nation, in any era of progress,
the ^Christ represents the highest conception of virtue
that has been attained. In one age it takes one form,
in another age a form that is widely different; but even
as there is no age without its virtuous ideal, so there is
no age without its Christ. So with individuals. Virtue
does not appear to all men alike. To you it hasjone
aspect, to others whose knowledge, training, and circumstances, are different in degree and character, its
aspect is altogether changed. But' jto you and them
alike virtue is present as a standard of duty and a guide
of conduct, andi the spirit of virtue is one with the spirit
of the Christ that is the object of your faith and hope.
And that spirit is at once the dictator and the reward of
right performance. It is because o£ it that each man
feels he ought to be good, and ought to strive to become
still better. He may cherish ;lower motives, he may
lust, after baser ends, he may carve his character accord-

•
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ingj to- some pattern less* noble or lofty or worthy, but
he is none the less aware when he does so that he^has
descended to a lower level, that he has come short of
his own ideal of virtue, that he has put some sordid idol
in the place of the Christ that demands his devoted and
single-hearted homage ; and this is -why Christianity, as
reflected from the behaviour of so many professing
Christians^ is nothing better than a vitiating idolatry of
self. They miss the secret of life which the Christspirit reveals. Their sympathies and aspirations are
unnaturally contracted to the limits' of their own personal fdesires. They want something ithat will satisfy
themselves. They are ready to be noble, truthful,
righteous, so long as nobility, truth, righteousness provide somej extraneous reward. They are Christ-like
only >for their own benefit, and thus their Christlikeness
is inherently spurious and false/ They are Christians
without the Christ-spirit, they are virtuous on false
pretences, they are traducers 'of their own manhood, jand
violators of the divine order of Nature* in every isphere.
Let them ask of Science, with all its alleged infidelity,
what is the law of vital progress, let them learn the
lesson of the* history^ of true manhood, let them seek the
guidance of their own natural-moral instincts, and they
will find that individual desire or reward has never
formed;the worthiest standard or. the noblest object of
any truly natural progressive movement. The God of
Nature, is no respecter of persons. ^Individuals wither
and pass into nothingness; species and gepus give Jplace
to (others more perfect, and-leave only their ghosts or
skeletons behind; generation after generation of men
struggle and suffer and die, yielding up their strength,
their virtue, their knowledge, all their acquirements and
accomplishments to those that succeed them. One thing
only remains—the divine spirit of all life, the growing
and unfolding manhood of man, the beauty of ^holiness,
the majesty of truth, thfe enduring! ideal of virtue—the

•
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Christlof God. It is for it that Nature lives, for it that
all creation groans fand travails in evolutionary throes
and catastrophes, for it that J the divine purposejuever
failsjof its} fulfilmentpb|anyjcreature or}any|world,jand
itiis far
likewisel that Nature [counsels' every moral
agent! to work out patiently and heroically the <end of
his being. Thus in the sphere ofi will and the sphere of
fate it is the same. What is law >to the zoophyte is law
to the saint, and nature demands obedience^ from both
for one identical purpose. Here only is the difference.
To the saint there is allowed the privilege of realising
in his own consciousness the ] purpose and end of his
obedience. «To him it is permitted to act according to
his nature, knowing what he does, and reaping in his
moral consciousness the reward of virtue in being virtuous for Jbehoof of the Christ-life in humanity. In that
motive, in that object his supreme duty lies; in all other
ends of endeavour he]can find only its imperfect counterfeit. Not {self, {but{manhood; f not fdesire,j but duty \\ not
gain, but godliness!; not dogma,[but virtue; not Churchism, but Christism: these td every true man and woman
comprise the motive and the end of all moral behaviour.
Toi our socialf life the same principle demands a like
application. If we honestly and earnestly realised the
significance of that principle in individual conduct [we
1
should spend less of Pour Jtime jandjs trength }in| debating
about the relation of religion to politics, of Christianity
to State government and control. Just as in; our battle
about theological theories we lose our loyalty to the
Christ of to-day in our sectarian passion, so in our war
about forms of administration we forget the commonweal in the presence* of ourlpartisan jealousy and greed.
5
We forget that there is only one law of development,
one method of progress,) one moral principle that has
the sanction and favour of Nature. And we forget, too,
thatjthat[law,*method, orgprinciple cannot by any possibility ]get jitself J expressed {or j applied junless|it|isj trans-
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ferred from the persons and circumstances of a dead past
to those of the living present. We persist in saying
that Jesus is our Christ just as he was the Christ of the
first Christians, while it is really the ^Christism that
Jesus exemplified which calls for our 'adherence;^and
realisation, i Hence we have jcome to regard it as absurd
to think that the elements of Christism—love, truth
and holiness—are as* imperatively requisite in *he conduct of public affairs as in the guidance^ of private
behaviour. The primary *mistake* is undoubtedly that
of identifying one man solely? with the Eternal Divine
Spirit that seeks to incarnate itself in* every man, and in
all humanity. It is of;Ismail moment whether or not
recognition is made by any nationlbf the records, creeds
confessions, and customs that have so long occupied fthe
place of an ever-prOgregsing and unfolding Christism.
No*thoughtful man requires of any society that it should
live in arbitrary obedience to a Christ that existed nearly
a >/3core of centuries ago, or that it should prof ess to
mould iits behaviour according to the fashion of |any
former time. But it is of the most momentous importance that ^every nation professing to be civilised and
progressive should in the? fullest and frankest manner
and measure understand and? confess that moral ^development, the fulfilment of the? religious duty pf the present,
the realisation of its own ideal of social justice and
fpurity, isfthe one sure and natural basis of all progress
pwhatever, and that the divine purpose of its existence is
increasingly to advance the manhood and womanhood of
its citizens. And what is this but to say that Christhooct should be a modern as well as an ancient fact and
force in social experience ! For the Christ-spirit of our
any age is just the spirit of the ideal of manli
1
which /that age has reached and ;*can appreciate. There
are men among us to-day who profess to love Jesus, and
preach the love of him to others, who call ]him their
Christ and give* to him format adoration, and who yet
>

»
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neither publicly nor privately act on ithe impulse of any
far-reaching principle of Christly virtue. And the allinclusive reason is that their moral force is divided
between the past and the present, and is thus transformed into weak, unserviceable sentiment.; But there]
is no man, be he a professed believer in the Jesus of the
Churches or the Jesus of the Gospels or not, who sets
before him the ideal of manhood which the Christ-spirit
of the nineteenth century* creates and; suggests, and who
determines, whatever may betide, to work towards its
realisation in his own life, or |to labour for its fuller? expression in the life of society—there is no man who does
that, who has not, in the doing of Jit, swept from his
mind all travesties of religion, revealed to his own, consciousness the true basis and end of development, and
made clearer and brighter to the eyes of all his fellowsrj
^that manifestation of the eternal Christ which is the realj
gospel of their salvation. That man is the true Chris5
tian of his epoch, He is, indeed, a re-born Christ to his
contemporaries an as far as his limited personality will
admit of j showing forth rthe divinity of[ an ever-growing
Christism. His ruling spirit is one of simple integrity
and heroic manliness—the spirit of Jesus that gleams
radiantly divine from the imperfect records of his? life
and teaching—but the spirit of Jesus that (has passed
through the light of a later and larger knowledge. In
reality, as then, so now, it is the spirit of the Divine,
that is eternal; the Word of God that has never in any
period left itself without a witness. That is the spirit
which the true Christ-worshipper of to-day seeks to
cherish i» his heart, and which he strives to get expressed in ;the lawfe, customs, and institutions; of his
country-and his time.
Is it, then, allowable to say jthat Jesus is in^any real
sense the Christ of those who profess the liberal religious
faith 'thus indicated ? I should unhesitatingly answer
such a question in the affirmative. The jattitude as-
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sumed by such liberal Christians as Unitarians towards
Jesus and Christianity* is the only reasonable, attitude in
view of the results of ^historical criticism and the advance of knowledge. It is, moreover, an attitude that
the most enlightened and thoughtful religionists of
every sect have also been constrained to assume. On
every hand it is admitted that faith in the Christ-spirit
is in veriest truth? the faith of Jesus; and that it is not
necessary to believe] that Jesus. was God, or to accept
the Christology of jthe creeds, not even to accept without discrimination the statements of the New Testament
records in order to bej faithful to the Christ of God.
And although we refuse to believe that^the prophet of
Nazareth had a monopoly of divinity, we recognise in
the fullest measure that he was divine, that the spirit
which he Represented and obeyed is still the ^worthiest
object of faith. But we believe not only in the Christ
of the past, but in the Christ offthe present and of [ the
future as well. And so, while disclaiming Christian
dogmatism,, we are the adherents and upholders of a
living spiritual Christianity—that Christianity to which
the modern world must surely turn for salvation, and
which it must accept as the divine inspiration of all its
[future progress. Our Christ is thus removed beyond
the reach of the disturbing and destroying influence of
these transition times. By the assaults of criticism the
Jesus of history has been made less and less of a
|certainty, and more and more of a problem. But the
Christ-spirit which; his life, even as a historical problem,
reveals has not yet been successfully assailed as the
saving and life-giving power of God. By it we are invited to a faith which will bring our theology as well as
our morality into a line with the modern needs and
development of mankind. And undoubtedly one of
the most pressing needs of to-day is for Christians
[who j know the Christ oft their faith to be a living
principle, for those who realise that development
r
•
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